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Abstract _ 
Random coefficient regressions have been applied in a wide range of fields, from biology
 
to economics, and constitute a common frame for several important statistical models. A
 
nonparametric approach to inference in random coefficient models was initiated by Beran
 
and Hall. In this paper we introduce and study goodness of fit tests for the coefficient
 
distributions; their asymptotic behaviour under the null hypothesis is obtained. We also
 
propose bootstrap resampling strategies to approach these distributions and prove their
 
asymptotic validity using results by Gine and Zinn on bootstrap empirical processes. A
 
simulation study illustrates the properties of these tests.
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1 Introduction. 
Random coefficient regression models have raised a growing interest in recent years. From 
a statistical point of view, they constitute a unifying frame for several important mod­
els, including random effects in ANOVA (see, e.g. Scheffe (1959)), deconvolution models 
(Fan (1991), van Es (1991)), heteroscedastic linear models or location-scale mixture mod­
els. The scope of their application ranges from biology to image compression to econo­
metrics. Raj and Ullah (1981), Chow (1983), Nicholls and Quinn (1982) and Nicholls and 
Pagan (1985) are surveys of this work. A common feature of this literature is that interest 
is focused on moments estimation, essentially mean and variance. 
A nonparametric approach to inference in these models has been started by Beran and 
Hall (1992) by addressing the estimation of the random parameter joint distribution; they 
solved it by introducing consistent estimators based on estimated moments. Beran (1991) 
developed nonparametric prediction intervals for the dependent variable and introduced 
a minimum distance estimate. Beran and Millar (1991) have studied its consistency and 
proved that it is a n1/2_collsistent estimator of the coefficient distribution in a particular 
case. 
In this paper, we consider nonparametric goodness of fit tests for the distribution of the 
random coefficients. In section 1.1 we establish the model and we propose the corresponding 
test statistics. The one-dimensional response case is studied in section 2.1. We use results 
from empirical processes theory to assess the asymptotic behaviour of the statistics. Then 
we present different bootstrap resampling strategies to approach the unknown limiting dis­
tribution and we prove their validity. Section 2.2 extends these results to linear models with 
p-dimensional dependent variable. A simulation study on the performance of these tests is 
carried out in section 3. Finally, all the proofs are collected in an appendix. 
1.1 Prcliminaric.'i. 
Let us write the random coefficient regression model as 
(1.1 ) 
where}i and Ai are p-dimensional random variables, Bi is a q-dimensional random vector and 
Xi is a p x q random matrix. The triples {(Ai, Bi, Xi) : i ~ I} are independent and identically 
distributed and (Ai, Bi) is independent of Xi. The distribution of (Ai, Bi,Xi) is unknown and 
we can observe the n pairs (}i, Xi), 1 $; i $; n. Let FAB be the distribution of (Ai, Bi) and 
let Fx be the distribution of Xi, both unknown. The joint distribution of (}i, Xi) depends 
on both distributions and will be denoted by Fyx = P(FAB , Fx ). Let Pn = ~ E~l h'(Yi,Xi) 
and Fx n = 1 ~~:"l h'x· be the empirical distributions associated to the observations (}i, Xi)t n '£"'1- , 
1 
and Xi, respectively. This is the model considered by Beran and Millar (1991). Our goal is 
a goodness of fit test for the distribution FAB , i.e., 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
for a specified distribution G. 
We will assume identifiability in the model (1.1), Le., P(FAB , Fx ) = P(FAB , Fx ) im­
plies FAB = FAB . Beran (1991) and Beran and Millar (1991) give sufficient conditions for 
identifiability and also for strong identifiability, a locally uniform version of identifiability. 
If identifiability does not hold, one can consider the equivalence classes C(FAB) = {FAB I 
P(FAB , Fx ) = P(FAB , Fx )} and carry out the test 
FAB E C(O) (1.4) 
FAB ft C(O) (1.5) 
instead. 
We will base our test on the empirical process Dn = VU (Pn - P(FAB' Fx )). Since Fx is 
not known and is not specified under Ho, we consider the "estimated" empirical process 
indexed by the class .J = {Ist = (-00, $] X (-00, t] : ,Cl E RP, t E Rpq} of (p +pq)-dimensional 
semiintervals. When convenient, we will also express In(Ist) as I n(,<;, t), $ E RP, t E Rpq. 
Given ,Cl E RP, t E Rpg, 
I n (Ist) = vn (!w+ pq I( -oo,(s,t)j(y, x )dPn(y, :r)­
- kpq PFAB(A +xB ~ ,<;)I(_oo,tj(X)dFx,n(x)) = 
- vn kp+pq (I(-oo,s](y) - PFAB(A + xB ~ ,Cl)) I(_oo,t](x)dPn(Y~x) = 
- vn f !st(y,x)dPn(y,x) = .jTiPn(Jst),JRp+pq 
where !st(y, x) = (I(-oo,sj(y) - PFAB(A +xB ~ ,Cl)) I(-oo,t](x). Observe that P(FAB' Fx )(Jst) 
is equal to zero. Thus, it turns out that, for each ,Cl, t, I n($, t) = Dn(Jst). 
Let 
(1.6) 
Our test statistics will be Kolmogorov-Smirnov or Cramer-von Mises funetionals of I n ; we 
will get their asymptotic distribution from the convergence of {Dn : n E N} as empirical 
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processes indexed by F. We refer to Gine and Zinn (1986) for the definitions of weak conver­
gence in the space loo (F) of bounded functions on F, and the concepts of Vapnik-Cervonenkis 
and Donsker classes of functions. 
For any class F of functions f : X -+ R, if A c X is a finite set and e > 0, let 
D(e, A, F, F) =	 min{ k I there exist ft, ... , fk E F such that 
sup l~i~k L:(J(x) -1i(x))2 :5 e2 L: F(x)2}, 
leF - - zeA	 zeA 
and define D(e,F,F) = sup{D(e,A,F,F)lA ~ X,A finite}. The corresponding entropy 
is H(e, F, F) = log D(e, F, F). As usual, if V is a random variable, we will represent by 
Supp(V) (the support of V) the smallest closed set S such that P{V f/. S} =o. 
2 Main results. 
2.1 Univariate dependent variable. 
In this section we establish the asymptotic. distribution for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and the 
Cramer-von Mises statistics based on the empirical process Du when the dependent variable 
Y is one-dimensional, i.e., p = 1. First, we give sufficient conditions for the class F defined 
in (1.6) to be a permissible class of functions in the sense of Pollard (1984). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Consider the conditions: 
(a) PFAs(A +xB = $) = 0 for all x E Supp(X) and for all $ E R. 
(b) The distribution of (A, B) i$ discrete. 
If either (a) or (b) hold then F is a permis$ible class of function$. 
Note that the proposition holds if, e.g., for any fixed value of X, the distribution of Y 
has no atoms and this follows if the distribution of A is absolutely continuous, except for 
extreme dependence between A and B. This measurability requirement implies the one used 
by Gine and Zinn in theorems that we will need below (see Gine and Zinn (1990), p. 854). 
The next result gives a bound for the entropy of F. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. There exist positi1Je constant$ A and w such that D(e, F, F) :5 Ae-2w , 
where F = 1 is an envelope for F. 
The asymptotic behaviour of the sequence {Du : n E N} of empirical processes is obtained 
in the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Under the conditions in Proposition 2.1, 
(2.7) 
in [=(:F), where Zp(FAs,Fx) is the P(FAB , Fx )-broumian bridge with covariance structure 
given by 
- f (PFAS(A +xB ::; s 1\ u)­Ar~tllv} 
-PFAS(A +xB ::; S)PFAS(A +xB ::; u)) dFx(x). 
From this result, we can obtain the asymptotic distribution of the corresponding 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic, 
and the Cramer-von Mises one, 
where Q is a fin ite measure on R1+q • 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions in Proposition 2.1, 
I<n --+w 11 Zp(FAS,Fx) 11.1' and 
J. 
Mn --+U/ (kl+Q(ZP(FAS,Fx)(JIlt})2 dQ(t;,t)) 2 • 
Finally, the limit distributions of Dn , ]{n and Mn under Ho : FAB = G can be obtained by 
replacing FAB by G in the corresponding expressions in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1. These 
asymptotic distributions are depending both on G and the unknown Fx , so, it is important 
to provide a way of approaching them and this can be done through bootstrapping. We will 
study two different resampling strategies. 
Let (}!i"'I, X;I), i = 1, ... , n, be a random sample from the distribution Pn and let P,7I 
be the corresponding empirical distribution. Define D~I = Vii (P,7 I - Pn ), n E N, in­
dexed by :F, as the standard bootstrap version of Dn . Consider now a random sample 
(}!i"'2,X;2), i = 1, ... ,n, from the distribution P(FAB,Fx,n) and let P,72 the empirical 
distribution obtained from them. Define the corresponding bootstrap empirical process 
D:2 =Vii (P,72 - P(FAB , Fx,n)), indexed by:F. Finally, let us introduce J~2, the bootstrap 
analogous of I n , indexed by the lower semiintervals in R1+q, 
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where FX~n is the second marginal distribution of P,72, Le., the empirical distribution corre­
sponding to X;2, i = 1, ... , n. It's straightforward to check now that J,:2(s, t) = D:2(fst) 
and obviously J,:2(S, t) :f: D:l(fsc)' Our next result gives the asymptotic validity of these 
bootstrap statistics. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume the conditions in Proposition 2.1. Then the bootstrap empirical 
process D:1 converges weakly in 100 (.1') to the limit process of Dn for almost all sample 
sequence {(l'i,Xi): i E N} satisfying model (1.1): 
Also D~2 converge$ Uleakly in 100 (.1') to the same limit for almost all ,<;ample sequence {(l'i, Xi) : 
i E N} $atisfying model (1.1): 
a..<;., n~oo. 
The proof of the second part relies on Corollary 2.7 in Gine and Zinn (1991) and it can 
be seen in the Appendix. Now, the continuous mapping theorem provides the asymptotic 
behaviour of the bootstrap versions of Kn and Mn • 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the conditions in Proposition 2.1, 
K,:l = 1/ D~l I/F ~w I/Z"(FAB,Fx) IIF a.s., 
~wK~2 = IID;/I/F 1/ Z"(FAB,Fx) I/F a.s., 
1 1 
M,:l = (k J+/D;11(fst))2dQ(,<;, t)) 2 ~w (kJ+/Z"(FAB,FX) (fst)?dQ(s, t)) 2 a.s., 
and M,:2 = (kJ+q(D~2(fst))2dQ($, t)) 12 = 
= (kJ+q (J,:2 (.s, t))2dQ(s, t)) 12 ~w (kJ+q (Z"(FAB,Fx) (fst) )2dQ(s, t)) 1 2 a.s. 
as n ~ 00. 
Note that here we can obtain the convergence of D:1 and D;2 because now the data come 
from the distribution used to center D:2 and this allows us to use the Gine and Zinn (1991) 
corollary, which cannot be used to obtain the convergence of I n • 
These results allow us to propose two bootstrap algorithms for testing Ho based on D;ll 
and D:2, respectively. By replacing FAB by G, the resampling scheme in D~2 provides data 
(Yi*2, X;2) satisfying the null hypothesis; on the contrary, this does not necessarily happen 
with D:1 : the sample (l'i,Xi),i = 1, ... ,n, may not come from model (1.1) with FAB =G. 
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However, we can take independent observations (Afl, Bf), i = 1, ... , n, from the distribution 
G and construct the pairs 
(2.8) 
which come from model (1.1) with FAB = G. 
So, our resampling algorithms are the following. The one based on D:1 proceeds in four 
steps (suppose that we are using the statistic I<n): 
1.	 Obtain the value of the statistic I<n from the sample (}i, Xd, with FAB =G. 
2.	 Construct the sample (liG , Xi) as indicated in (2.8). 
3.	 Draw B bootstrap values I<':~b' b = 1, ... , B of the statistic 1<,:1, defined in Corol­
lary 2.2, from the values (lie;, Xi) in step 2. 
4.	 Reject Ho if I<n is larger than the a-th quantile of the empirical distribution of 
I<':~b' b = 1, ... , B. 
The second method, based on D;l2, modifies steps 2 and 3 to the following: 
(2.	 and 3.)' For b = 1, ... , B, obtain (li*2, Xt2), i = 1, ... , n LLd. from P(G, Fx,n), 
construct J,:2 and calculate 1<,:2 = sups,t IJ,:2(.'I, t)l. 
2.2 p-variaie dependent variable. 
We consider now the model (1.1) when the dependent variable Y is p-dimensional, with 
p > 1, and our goal is to prove similar results to the previous ones. Checking the proofs in 
2.1, the fact of }i being univariate is only used to show that the class 
is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class of functions and so, it has a small entropy. We have to deal 
now with the class 
whose envelope is the function constantly equal to 1. 
Our next theorem describes the properties of :Fp under some conditions on the distribution 
of (A, B, X). We will use the function h defined as 
h	 : RP xq x RP --+ R 
(x, .'1 ) ....-...+ fs (x). 
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THEOREM 2.3. Assume that Supp(X) is compact in model (1.1) and that l';; = A + xB 
is absolutely continuous for all x E Supp(X). Suppose also that h has uniformly bounded 
partial derivatives: 
oh
ox (x,s) :5 M1 , x E Rpq, sE RP, 
oh
os (x,s) :5 M2 , x E Rpq, sE RP. 
Then 
(i)	 The family of probability measures {Py"" x E Supp(X)} is tight: for all c > 0 there 
exi.<;ts a compact C(c) such that Py",(C(c)) ~ 1 - c, x E Supp(X). C(c) can be chosen 
to be of the form 
C(c) = [l(c), u(c)]p == {.'l E RP Il(c) :5 s :5 u(c)}. 
(ii) D(c, F, :Fp) :5 pP C~J -p Vol([l(c), u(c)]p). 
(iii)	 If 
(2.9) 
then 
(2.10) 
and also 
11H(c, F, :F)dc < 00, (2.11) 
where :F is the class of functions defined in (1.6). 
Next we provide two important situations where Theorem 2.3 applies: first, in those cases 
where (A, B) is compactly supported and second, when (A, B) has a (p +q)-variate normal 
distribution. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Assume that Supp(X) is compact. It holds that 
(i)	 if Supp(A, B) is compact then 
Q = U {y E RPly = a +xb, (a, b) E Supp(A, Bn 
zeSupp(x) 
is compact and P(l';; E Q) =1, for all ;'; E Supp(X). 
(ii) if,	 moreover, the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 on Yx and on the partial derivatives of 
h( x, s) hold, then 
11
H(c,F,F)de < 00. 
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The corresponding result for normally distributed coefficients is the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume that the variable (A, B) in model (1.1) is normally distributed, 
that Supp(X) is compact and that, for all x E Supp(X), the tJariable Yx is absolutely contin-
uous. Then 
(i) The function h(x,s) has uniformly bounded partial derivatives. 
(ii) Condition (2.9) holds. 
As a consequence of (i) and (ii) , the conclusions (2.10) and (2.11) in Theorem 2.3 follow. 
Observe that whenever Theorem 2.3 holds, all the conclusions we obtained for Y uni-
variate can be carried out to the p-dimensional case. In particular, the goodness of fit test 
strategy applies straightforward to model (1.1) for any p ~ 1. 
A simulation study. 
To study the size and the power of these tests in practice, we have conducted a Monte-
Carlo experiment. The data have been generated in the following way. First, simulate 
independent (Aj,ei),i = 1, ... ,n with Aj '" FA, ej '" Fr., Ai and ej independent and then 
construct Bj = bo+ pA j + ej,i = 1, ... ,n. Second, take independent Xj,i = 1, ... ,n with 
distribution Fx and, finally, calculate the observations li = Aj +XjBj, i = 1, ... , n. 
The first set of simulations (labelled norma0 corresponds to a model generated using A 
with distribution N (0, 1) and e normally distributed such that E(e) = 0 and the standard 
deviation of B is a specified value UB. The second collection of simulations (labelled Cauchy) 
is built from A with a Cauchy distribution with zero median and interquantile semirange 
equal to one and B is obtained from a Cauchy variable e independent from A such that 
the interquantile semirange of B is a fixed value SB. The last series of simulations (labelled 
exponentia0 has A and e with shifted exponential distributions. In this case, A and e are 
centered at 0, variance of A is 1 and the dispersion of e is chosen to get a fixed value of UB. 
The parameter p takes three values (0,0.4 and 0.8) when our goal is the test size. Three 
distributions for X (N(O,I), N(2, 1) and Exp(~ = 1)) have beed considered. The sample 
size may be n = 20,50 and 100. So, we have 81 different situations to study the empirical 
sizes. The Monte-Carlo experiment was carried out 500 times for each particular scheme. 
The number of bootstrap replications was B = 500. 
Table 1 summarizes the obtained results on the performance of the three statistics we 
used: M,:l, M,:2, I<~2. We have not considered I<~l due to the complexity of the requiered 
optimizations. To calculate M,:l and M,:2 we have used the measure Q specified by Ho. The 
nominal size was Q = 0.05. The values typed in italic are significatively (95%) different from 
8 
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0'. They are 4.9 % of the total. In general, we observed good performances and a small 
advantage for the bootstrap schemes based on D~2. 
[Table 1 about here] 
For the power study, we have considered the normal and Cauchy cases with three sample 
sizes (n = 20,50,100) and two distributions for X (N(O, 1) and N(2, 1)). So, we observed 
twelve different situations under Ho; we have studied the test power against alternative 
hypotheses established in terms of bo and p. 
The data were simulated under two sets of alternative hypotheses. First, with bo = 1, 
allowing p to take values of the form O±O.lh, h = 1, ... ,9 and (7B or SB equal to one. Second, 
with p = 0, with values 1 ± 0.1 h, h = 1, ... ,9, for bo and (7B or S B equal to 0.5. 
Some results are displayed in Figures 1 to 4. Graph (a) in each of these figures represents 
the dispersion of Y for a given value x of X when (Y, X) follows model (1.1); more precisely, in 
Figures 1 and 2 they are 95% prediction bands and in Figures 3 and 4, we draw interquartile 
semiranges around the median. Graphs (b) and (c) give some of the power functions obtained 
for n = 100 and test size 0' = 0.05. Power functions for other values of nand 0' have also 
been studied and they are considered in the following comments. 
[Figures 1, 2, :3 and 4 about here] 
For n == 20 the results are not satisfactory but there is an important improvement for 
n = 50. M,: 1 and M,:2 behave similarly. As usual in goodness of fit tests the power for 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistics is generally lower than for those based on Cramer-von Mises 
ones; however, in some situations, I(~2 is clearly the best one. The asymmetry of some power 
functions can be explained in terms of the different conditional distributions of Y given X 
under the alternatives (see part (a) in Figures 1 to 4). 
Finally, we may remark the relevance of the identifiability idea in these models. In 
graph 3.(a) can be seen that if the variable X takes only positive values (respectivaly, neg-
ative) then the distribution of (Y, X) is the same for all positive values of p (respectively, 
negative). This is reflected in 3.(c) where one of the branches of each power function is 
practically constant and equal to the theoretic size since, for those models, X '" N(2, 1) and 
it takes positive values with high probability. 
APPENDIX: Proofs of Theorems. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.1. Since.r can be written as.r = {!st(·,·) = !(·,·,s,t) I ($,t) E 
RI+q}, condition (ii) in Definition 1 in Pollard (1984), pages 195-196, follows. Only remains 
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to check that 
is B(RI+q) x B(RI+q)-measurable, and this follows because 
- kt+q I(_oo,s)(a + xb)dFAB(a, b) = 
Hm f 1(-00 s](a + xb)dFAB n(a, b) = n-oo JRJ+q' , 
- n!!.Too PFAs,JA + xB ~ s), x E Rq,s E R, 
for a sequence {(an, bn) : n E N} such that FAB,n = ~ Ei:t e5(/Jj,b;), since PFAS(A+xB = s) = 0 
if (a) holds. Under condition (b), measurability of h(x,s) = PFAS(A +xB ~ s) is trivial. 0 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2. Since the functions in F are of the form 
fst(Y, x) - (/(-oo,s)(Y) - PFAS(A +xB ~ .s)) I(-oo,t)(x) = 
- 1(-oo,s)(y)/(-oo,t)(:r.) - PFAS(A + xB ~ s)/(-oo,t)(x), 
the result will follow from the next three claims: 
CLAIM 4.1. F l = {fs : Rq --+ R I fs(x) = PFAS(A + xB ~ s),s E R} is a Vapnik-
Gervonenkis class of functions. Moreover, the Vapnik-Gervonenkis index of the graph class 
• 0)Z8 ...,. 
Proof. We have to check that the graph class of functions in F l does not shatter two 
elements sets in Rq x R (i.e., each two points subset A in Rq x R contains a subset that cannot 
be obtained as the intersection of A and the graph of a function in Fd. 
Let A = {(Xlltt),(X2,t2)} C Rq x R. He = {Gf ,! E Ftl shatters A then there exists 
,'It, 82 E Rq such that 
AnGf'l - {(xlltd}, and (4.12) 
AnGf'2 - {(X2,t2)}. (4.13) 
Since all f E F l are nonnegative functions, from (4.13) it follows that 
(Xll td E Gf'l ==> fSI (Xl) ~ t ll and (4.14) 
(X2' t2) f/ Gf'l ==> fSI (X2) < t2· (4.15) 
Analogously, from (4.1:J), 
(Xl, td f/ Gf'2 ==> f S2(Xt) < tt, and (4.16) 
(X2,t 2) E Gf'2 ==> fs2(X2) ~ t2· (4.17) 
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From the properties of univariate distribution functions, we have that fs(x) :5 ft(x) if, and 
only if, s :5 t and fs(x) < ft(x) implies .'1 < t. 
This, combined with (4.14) and (4.16), gives 81 > 82, and combined with (4.15) and 
(4.17), leads to 81 < 82. This contradiction proves the claim. 
CLAIM 4.2. If:F = {f : D2 ~ R} is a Vapnik-Oervonenkis class of functions then Q = {91 : 
DI x D2 ~ R I91(Y'x) = f(x),f E:F} is also a Vapnik-Oervonenkis class. 
Proof Let C.r,Co be, respectively, the graph classes of :F and Q. Let us see that C.r shatters 
a set of k elements if, and only if, Co does. 
Assume that C.r shatters a set C = {(Xi,ti) I i = 1, ... ,k} C D2 x R. Let us check that 
Co shatters Cl = {Yo} X C, Yo E DI • 
Consider Al ~ Cl and define A = {(x, t) E C I (Yo, x, t) E Ad. Since C.r shatters C, 
there exists f E :F such that G1 n C = A; then 
GgJ n Cl - {(y, x, t) E Cl 10:5 t :5 91(Y'x) or 91(Y, x) :5 t :5 O} = 
- ((y,x,t) E Cl 10:5 t:5 f(x) or f(x):5 t:5 O} = 
- {(y,x,t) E Cl I (:r,t) E G1} = 
- {yo} x {(:r, t) Eel (x, t) EG1} = 
- {yo} x {C'nG1} = {Yo} x A = Al 
and Co shatters some set of k elements. 
For the reciprocal, suppose that Co shatters a set C = {(Yi, Xi, ti) : i = 1, ... , k} C 
(D I x D2 ) x R. Define Co = {(x, t) I 3y E DI such that (y, x, t) E Cl; this set has k 
elements: if for i #- j, Yi #- Yj and (Xi, ti) = (Xj, tj) then C is not shattered by Co. Let 
Ao ~ Co and let A = {(y, x, t) E C I (:r, t) E Ao}; there exists 91 E Q such that 
A = Cn GgJ - ((y,x,t) E C 10:5 t:5 91(Y,x) or 91(y,x):5 t:5 O} = 
- ((y,x,t) E C I (x,t) E Co,O:5 t:5 f(x) or f(x):5 t:5 O} = 
- {(y,x,t) E C I (x,t) E Co n GJl ===> Ao = Co n Gl 
and so C.r shatters a k elements set. The claim follows. 
CLAIM 4.3. Let:F and Q be classes of functions with envelopes F and G, respectively. Let 
:F +Q = {f +9 I f E :F,9 E Q}. Then F +G is an e7wclope for :F +Q and 
D(c, F +G,:F +Q) :5 D(c, F, :F)D(c, G, Q). 
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Let FQ = {f9 I f E F, 9 E Q}. If F and G are constant functions then FG is an envelope 
for FQ and 
D(c, FG, FQ) :::; D(cf2, F, F)D(cf2, G, Q). 
The first part appears in Pollard (1984), p. 40, and the second part follows in a similar way 
as in Pollard (1989). This proves the claim. 
Our class F is obtained from classes Ft, .Jq and .Jt, where .Jd is the class of semiinterval 
indicators in Rd which is a Vapnik-Cervonenkis class with envelope F = 1 (see, for instance, 
Corollary 9.2.15. in Dudley (1984)). From Claim 4.1 and Claim 4.2, Ft is also a Vapnik-
Cervonenkis class and so, there exist positive constants Ai, Wi such that 
Now, Claim 4.3 gives that 
D(c, F'", F) :::; (D(cf2, F, FdD(cf2, F, Id)D(cf2, F, Iq), 
where F'" = (F + F)F = 2 is an envelope for F, and so there are constants A and W such 
that 
D(c, F, F) :::; Ac-2w , °< c :::; 1. 
o 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. From Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 and Pollard's central limit theorem 
(Pollard (1982)), it follows that F is a Donsker class for P(FAB , Fx ). For the covariance 
function, since 
Ep(FAB,FX )fst - J(I<-oo,s)(Y) - PFAB(A +xB :::; .Il)) I(-oo,t)(x )dP(FAB , Fx )(y, x) = 
- P(FAB , Fx )(s, t) - [ PFAB(A +xB :::; .'l)dFx(x) = 
1<-00,t) 
- P(FAB' FX)(.Il,t) - [ d(FAB x dFx)(a,b,x) = 
1{x$t}n{n+xb$s} 
- P(FAB , Fx)(s,t) -P(FAB, FX)(.Il,t) = 0, .Il E R, t E Rq, 
we have that 
Cov(Jst, fU1J) = Efsdul' - Efst Efu1J = Efsdu1J = 
= P(FAB , Fx ) (I(-oo,(s,t))(Y, X)I(-oo,(u,1J)](Y, X)) -
-P(FAB' Fx) (PFAB(A +X B :::; .'l)I(_oo,t)(X)I(_oo,(u,1J)](Y,X)) -
-P(FAB , Fx ) (PFAB(A +X B :::; u)I(-oo,1,) (X)I(-oo,(s,t)](Y, X)) + 
+P(FAB, Fx) (PFAB(A +X B :::; .'l)PFAB(A +X B :::; u)I(-oo,tl(X)I(-oo,1JI(Y, X)) = 
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= 81 - 82 - 83 +84 • 
Obviously, 81 = P(FAB , Fx)(s A u, t Av). For the second term, 
82 _ [ PFAs(A+xB:5s)d(FABXdFx )(a,b,x)=J{ a+:rb~u}n{:r9I\v} 
- [ PFAS(A + xB:5 s) (r dFAB(a, b)) dFx(x) = J{:r9I\v} J{a+:rb~u} 
- [ PFAs(A +xB :5 S)PFAs(A + xB ~ u)dFx(x).J{:r~tl\v} 
Moreover, 83 = 82 and 84 = 82 • So, 
COV(J6t, !uv) = 
=P(FAB , Fx)(s A u, t A v) - [ PFAs(A +xB ~ S)PFAS(A + xB :5 u)dFx(x) = J{:r~tl\v} 
= [ (PFAR(A + xB :5 .s A u) - PFAS(A + xB :5 .S)PFAS(A +xB :5 u)) dFx(x). J{X~tI\1J} 
o 
PROOF OF COROLLARY 2.1. 11· 11.1" is trivially continuous in 100 (F). Let 
1 
11\}I1I2,Q = (/nI+/\}I(J6t))2 dQ(s, t)) 2 
for all \}I E 100 (F). Thus, Mu = IIDuI1 2,Q' To check that the norm 11 . 112,Q is a continuous 
functional in lOO(F), take a sequence {\}ItJ such that lI\}1n - \}Ioll.1" --+ O. Then 
I11 \}In 112,Q -11\}IoIl2,QI :5 II\}In - \}Io112,Q = 
= (/nl+q I \}In(J6t) - \}IO(J6t) 12dQ(s, t)) !2 :5 lI\}1n - \}IolI.1"Q(RHq) -+ O. 
o 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2. The asymptotic behaviour of D:11 follows from Theorem 2.4 in 
Gine and Zinn (1990) because F is a Donsker class of functions for P(FABt Fx ). 
To establish that D~2 tends to the BrOWllian bridge Z'P(FAS,Fx)t we use Corollary 2.7 in 
Gine and Zinn (1991). With their notation, taking D~2 = l/~n, with Rn = P(FAB , FX,n) and 
Ro = P(FAB' Fx ), we have to prove that IIRn - Rollo -+ 0, with g = F UF' UF 2U (F')2, 
where F' is the class of differences of functions in F, and :F2 is the set of squares of the 
elements of F. It is enough to see that the supremum on each of g = F, F', F 2 and (F')2 
tends to zero. 
We have that Rn(J6t) = FX,n(7·6t} and R{)(J6t) = FX(7'6d, with 
7'6t(X) - J!6t(y,x)dP(FAB ,6:r)(Y,x) = EFAS[!"t(A + xB,x)] = 
- (PFAS(A + xB,x) - PFAS(A + xB, x)) I(-oo,tl(x) =0, .Cl E R, t E Rq. 
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Thus, 11 Rn - RoII~ = O. Similarly Rn(Jst - Juv) = Ro(Jst - Juv) = 0 and IIRn - RoII~1 = O. 
For the convergence of IIRn - RoII.~, note that IIRn - Rollp :5 IIRn - RoII~~. Now, let 
rstuv(x) - JJst(y,x)Juv(y,x)dP(FAB , 8:z;)(y, x) = 
- EFAB(Jst(A +xB,x)Juv(A + xB,x)]. 
Since 
Jst(Y, x)Juv(Y, x) = (I(-oo.uAsj(Y) - PFAB(A +xB :5 u)I(_oo.sj(Y)-
-PFAB(A + xB :5 ..Cl)I(_oo,uj(Y) + PFAB(A +xB :5 U)PFAB(A +xB :5 ..Cl)) I(-oo.tAvj(x), 
we get that 
rstuv(x) = (PFAB(A + xB :5 u 1\ .!l)-
-PFAB(A +xB :5 U)PFAB(A + xB :5 ..Cl)) I(-oo.tAvj(x). 
As we saw along the proof of Theorem 2.1, the class n of functions rstuv is a Donsker class 
for Fx . Since 
(Rn - Ro)(Jsduv) = 1C'I!:'X (1' stuv), 
v n 
we have that IIRn - RoIIFF = n-I/2111/~x IIn ---+ 0, because l/~x ---+w ZFx in lOO(n). Analo-
gously, IIRn - R{)II(FI)2 :5 411Rn - R{)IIFF ---+ O. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.3. Let us prove (i) first. From the Mean Value Theorem and since 
the partial derivatives of h are bounded, it follows that :Fp is uniformly equicontinuous: for 
anye > 0 there exists 6 =elMI such that IIx - x'll :5 8 implies IJs(x) - Js(x')1 < e, for all 
sE RP. 
Let V be a p-dimensional random variable and let [a, b]p = {v E RP Ia :5 v :5 b}. We can 
write 
r 
Pv([a,b]p) = l:ajFv(mj(a,b)), 
j=I 
where mj(a, b) are vertices of [a, b]p. The coefficients aj, the vertices mj(a, b) and the value 
r only depend on the dimension p. 
Given e > 0, let 8 = e(2Mt Ej=I lajl)-I. Since Supp(X) is totally bounded, there exists 
n = n(8) and points XI, ••• ,Xn E Supp(X), such that for all x E Supp(X), mini=l .....n IIx -
xiii :5 8. For each Xi there exists a set [li' Ui]p with P(YXi E [li' Ui]p) ~ 1 - e/2. Let 
1 = l(e) (respectively, U = u(e)) the point in RP whose j-th coordinate is the smallest 
(respectively, the largest) of the j-th coordinates of the points li, i = 1, ... , n (respectively, 
uj,i = 1, ... ,n). Thus, P(YXi E [l,u]p) ~ 1-~, i = 1, ... ,n. For x E Supp(X), P(Yx E 
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[/,u]p) = Lj=l ajFYz(mj(l,u)). Let i = i(x) be the index of the closest point to x among 
Xll"" x n . Then 
r 
IP(Yx E [/,u]p) - P(YXj E [/,u]p)l::; L:lajIIFy.,(mj(l,u)) - FYzj(mj(l,u))I::; j=l 
r c: c: 
::; ?:lajI 2L,: la" = 2J=l J=l J 
and, so P(Yx E [I, u]p) ~ 1 - c:, for all x E Supp(X). This proves (i). 
Let us now establish (ii). From uniform boundedness of the partial derivatives of h, for 
each c: > 0, there exists "Y = c:/(2M2 ) such that lis - s'lI ::; "Y implies Ih(x, s)...,. h(x,s')1 ::; c:/2 
for all x E Supp(X). 
Using"Y and the compact [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p, we define the following points in RP: 
[ 
u. -I,]
nj = J"Y/p J + 1, 
ij =l, ... ,nj, j=l, ... ,p. 
If N (c:) is the number of points just defined, we have 
p p ([u' - I.] )N(c:)=p(nj+1)=p J / J +2 ::; 
J=l J=l "Y P 
::; tJ (P(U;7-/;) +2) ::; 1"'7-'Vol([/(e/2), u«/2) +271,],) 
where 1p is the vector with all coordinates equal to one. 
Since 118 - tll ::; pmaXj=l,... ,p ISj - tjl, for all s E [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p there exists s' among 
the N(c:) points with 11.5 - .c;'11 ::; "Y and so, Ih(;r".c;) - h(;r".s')1 ::; c:/2 for all x E Supp(X). If 
,'l rt [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p, let ,'i be the closest point to ,'l in [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p, and let s' be the point 
closest to 8 among the N(c:) just defined. We have that 
Ih(x, s) - h(x, ,'l')I ::; Ih(x,.s) - h(x, 8)1 + Ih(x, 8) - h(x, s')1 ::; 
::; Ih(x,.c;) - h(x,s)l + ~ = IFyz(''l) - Fyz(s)1 +~. 
Note that 
Fyz(s) = P(Yx E (-00, sD = 
= P(Yx E (-00, s] n [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p) + P(Yx E (-00, s] n [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]~) 
The difference between the sets (-00, s] n [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p and (-00, s] n [/(c:/2), u(c:/2)]p 
is included in the boundary of [/(e/2), u(c:/2)]p and so, it bas zero probability under the 
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absolutely continuous distribution of Y,r, for all x E Supp(X). Thus 
Fy.,(8) = P(Y,r E (-oo,s] n [1(c/2),u(c/2)]p) + 
+P(Y,r E (-oo,s] n [1(c/2), u(c/2)]~) = 
- Fy.,(s) + P(Y,r E (-00, s] n [1(c/2), u(c/2)]~) -
-P(Y,r E (-00, s] n [1(c/2), u(c/2)]~). 
Then, for all x E Supp(X), 
Ih(x,8) - h(x,s')1 s: ~ +P(~ rt [1(c/2),u(c/2)]p) s: ~ + ~ = c. 
It follows that for a finite A C Supp(X), 
. min L (fs(x) - fSj(X))2 s: c;2card(A), 8 E RP, 
1=) , ••• ,N(e) ,rEA 
and then 
D(c, F, :Fp) s: N(c) s: ]I',-PVol([1(c/2), u(c/2) +2,l p]p) = 
c 
= (2M2P)Pc-PVol([1(c/2), u(c/2) + M21p]p). 
This proves (ii), and (iii) follows. o 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.3. The compactness of Q follows from a standard subsequences 
argument. Moreover, it follows that 
P(Y,r E Q) ~ P(Y,r E I<,r) = P(A + xB E K,r) = 
=1 dFAB(a,b)~l,{(a,b)la+,rbEK.,} 
since Supp(A, B) ~ {(a, b) Ia + xb E K,r} and the result follows. o 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.4. Let (A, B)t '" Np+q((ILA,J.lB)t,~) and let Y,r = A + xB '" 
Np(llx = ILA + XILB,~,r = (Jp,;r )~(Jp,;r )t) with density function 
fy.(y) = fAy) = (211"tP/21~,r1-1/2 exp{ -~(y - IL,r)t~;l(y - Il,r)}· 
We have to show that the partial derivatives with respect to Xi, i = 1, ... ,p X q and Sj,j = 
1, ... ,p of the function h(x,$) = J{y~s} fAy)dy are uniformly bounded for all X E Supp(X) 
and all S E RP. 
Let V = (VI, ... , Vk ) be an absolutely continuous random variable with distribution 
and density functions Fv and fv, respectively. It is straightforward to check that, under 
regularity conditions (fulfilled by the normal distribution) which allow interchanging integrals 
and derivatives 
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and analogously for j, j = 1, ... , k - 1. Applying this to V = Y.r, we have 
ah(X,.S) I f () 1 () .::; Vj Jl.r,j = UL = 9j x , ) = 1, ... ,p. 
l aSj V 21r(j.r,j 
Since the j-th component variance is a continuous function of x, 9j( x) is bounded on the 
compact set Supp(X). 
Now, let us turn to the partial derivatives with respect to Xi which, under regularity 
conditions -fulfilled by the normal distribution-, are 
ah(x,s) 1 af.r(Y)d . 1
= a Y,Z= , ... ,pxq.aXi {Y$"} Xi 
We have that 
2-~ IE.rI-1/ exp{-~(y - IL.r)tE;l(y - Jl.r)} a~rl ((y - IL.r)tE;l (y - IL.r))] ~:I-
1
- (21r ~-P/2IE.rI-1/2 exp{ --2 (y - Jl.1yE;1 (y -IL.r)} t (aa .((y - Jl3Y (E;l (y - Jl.r)))) aaJl~ = j=1 IL) XI 
= Sl(Y) + S2(Y) + S3(Y)· 
Let us study each of these three terms. 
(a) 
S\(y) = t t (aa IE.rI-l12) aa~r.IIE.rll/2 f.r(Y)·
r=l 1=1 (jrl XI 
For a non-singular matrix, the partial derivatives of the determinant and the partial 
derivatives of the inverse matrix are continuous functions of the matrix elements (see, 
e.g., Mardia, Kent, and Bibby (1979)). So ISl(y)1 ::; KIfAy) where 
a 2K 1 = ~nax t t IE.r1 1/ 2 Ia IE.rI-1/ Iaa(jrll < 00• 
.reSupp(Xh=l/=l (jrl Xi 
(b) 
S2(Y) = --21 tt [aa ((y - Jl.r)tE;l(y - Jl.r))] aa(jr,1 fAy)·
r=l 1=1 (jrl XI 
As before, IS2(y)1 ::; ! E~=l Er=l la;rt ((y - Jl.r)tE;l(y - Jl.r))II<2fAy) with 
la(jr/lK 2 =max max -a < 00.
r,l .reSupp(X) Xi 
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Let A = L;1 with elements ahk. Since L,r is non-singular, the partial derivatives of ahk 
with respect to O'rl are continuous function of x and so, bounded in Supp(X); let /(3 
be an upper bound of this quantity for all h, k, r, I. Then 
l{ }IS2(y)ldy ~ /(2 /(3 LLLL f I(y - Jl,r)(y - Jl,r)tlhkf,r(y)dy ~ 
11$4 2 r I h k J{Y$4} 
3p
2 t~ /(2/( 2 ""L...J L...J JI(y - Jl,r)(y - Jl,r) Ihkf,r(y)dy 
h k 
< /(2/(3p2""( 2 2) < /(2/(3/(4p2 
- 2 L...J L...J O',r,k + O',r,k - 2 ' 
h k 
where /(4 = maXh,k max,reSupp(X)(O'~,k + O'~,k) < 00. 
(c) 
As before, 
/(S L JIL;I(y - Jl,r)lif,r(y)dy ~ 
; 
< /(S/(6 t t J!(Yh - Jlh)lf.r(y)dy ~ 
i=II1=1 
< /(S/(6 t [p + t 0';,11] < 00, 
;=1 11=1 
where /(6 = maxr,1 max,reSUPP(X) 1~;llrl' 
This proves part (i). 
Let us see now the proof of (ii). The set {Jl,r = JlA + XJlB I x E Supp(X)} is compact 
(since Supp(X) is) and so there exists M > 0 such that IIJL,r1l ~ M for all x E Supp(X). For 
each x, define R,r(e) = {y E RP I fAy) 2:: -y} = {y E RP I (y - Jl,r)t L;I(y - Jl,r) ~ 62}, where 
62 = 62(e) = F~I(1 - e) and thus P(Y,r E R,r(e)) = 1 - e. Let ~,r be the largest eigenvalue 
of L,r; since the implicit function theorem, ~,r is a continuous function of x and so bounded 
on Supp(X); let ~ be an upper bound. For the hypercube C(e) = nf=1 [-M - 6..J>., M + 
6J). +e/M2], R,r(e) C C(e) and then P(Y,r E C(e)) 2:: 1 - e, for all x E Supp(X). Moreover, 
v(c) = Vol(C(e)) ~ (2M +2..J>.6(e) + I/M2 )P ~ (ao +aI6(e))P 
for some ao > 1, al not depending on e. Thus 
1 11log v(e/2)de ~ p1log(ao +aI6(e/2))de. 
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Changing variable to u = 82(e/2) =F"'2t {1 - e/2), this last integral equals 
Xv 
2 [00 log(ao +aplu)fx2(u )du :5 2 'oo (ao +at (1 +u) )fx2 (u )du = 2ao +2a} (1 +E(X:)) < 00.luo lop p I' 
This ends the proof. o 
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x '" N(O, 1) X '" N(2, 1) X", Exp(l) 
(A,R) p 20 50 100 20 50 100 20 50 100 
.076 .060 .054 .050 .046 .056 .054 .054 .062 
0 .050 .066 .054 .038 .050 .048 .046 .056 .058 
.054 .064 .050 .044 .042 .042 .048 .044 .056 
.054 .042 .048 .052 .048 .060 .064 .060 .070 
N .4 .044 .044 .048 .040 .050 .048 .046 .068 .064 
.058 .034 .062 .050 .056 .050 .046 .050 .084 
.054 .032 .048 .060 .050 .030 .054 .060 ·.058 
.8 .040 .030 .046 .042 .044 .032 .042 .060 .050 
.0:38 .034 .028 .054 .042 .054 .058 .050 .050 
.054 .062 .058 .054 .042 .048 .050 .054 .028 
0 .042 .054 .046 .046 .044 .044 .040 .048 .036 
.040 .044 .030 .050 .062 .054 .046 .048 .054 
.054 .062 .048 .058 .054 .050 .064 .050 .056 
C .4 .044 .066 .048 .044 .054 .056 .046 .058 .066 
.040 .052 .060 .046 .050 .064 .052 .066 .054 
.078 .082 .042 .060 .056 .054 .066 .068 .056 
.8 .046 .064 .0:38 .046 .058 .054 .056 .056 .052 
.052 .054 .066 .038 .058 .052 .050 .062 .062 
.078 .058 .052 .050 .056 .048 .038 .056 .046 
0 .060 .054 .052 .042 .066 .046 .044 .046 .046 
.052 .060 .062 .056 .060 .058 .036 .042 .058 
.060 .054 .048 .056 .044 .060 .072 .060 .054 
E .4 .052 .044 .046 .046 .048 .060 .050 .052 .046 
.050 .050 .0:34 .046 .052 .062 .042 .054 .058 
.066 .054 .052 .048 .038 .052 .064 .074 .048 
.8 .056 .060 .056 .032 .026 .050 .052 .062 .046 
.046 .054 .046 .052 .046 .042 .062 .056 .062 
Table 1: Tests sizes. et = .05, R = 500, 500 simulations. The three values appearing in 
each ceH are etk, etL and etk, from top to bottom. 
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Figure 1: Normal model varying p in the alternative. 
(a) Dispersion of Y given values x of X under Ho and some alternative hypotheses. 
• • • • •• p = -0.9, -- p = 0, - - - - p = 0.9 
(b), (c) Power function for X ..... N(O, 1) and X ..... N(2, 1), respectively. 
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Figure 2: Normal model varying bo (mean of B) in the alternative. 
(a) Dispersion of Y given values x of X under Ho and some alternative hypotheses. 
• • • • • • bo =0.1, -- bo =I, - - - - bo =1.9 
(b), (c) Power function for X ,..,. N(O, 1) and X ,..,. N(2, 1), respectively. 
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Figure 3: Cauchy model varying p in the alternative. 
(a) Dispersion of Y given values x of X under Ho and some alternative hypotheses. 
• • • • • • p =-0.9, -- p =0, - - - - p =0.9 
(b), (c) Power function for X '" N(O, 1) and X'" N(2, 1), respectively. 
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Figure 4: Cauchy model varying bo (median of B) in the alternative. 
(a) Dispersion of Y given values x of X under Ho and some alternative hypotheses. 
•••••• bo =0.1, -- bo =1, - - - - bo =1.9 
(b), (c) Power function for X "" N(O, 1) and X"" N(2, 1), respectively. 
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